ESSEX IS NOW A MEMBER OF THE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM (ISEP). ISEP IS A US BASED PROVIDER WHICH OFFERS A BROADER EXCHANGE NETWORK COMPRISING OF OVER 200 PARTICIPATING UNIVERSITIES GLOBALLY.

**ACCESS A WIDER NETWORK OF UNIVERSITIES ACROSS THE GLOBE**

**HOW DOES IT WORK?**
If you apply to study abroad with ISEP, you won’t be able to apply to Essex Abroad’s exchange programme. Your application is made online and you can select up to 10 universities.

**COSTS INVOLVED**

**Application fee**
This is a non-refundable fee of $100 paid directly to ISEP.

**Placement Fee**
This is a non-refundable fee of $325 paid directly to ISEP. It covers the cost of customised matching and placement conducted by ISEP staff.

**Programme Fee**
This fee is paid directly to Essex. It covers fees, housing, 19 meals per week, pre-departure orientation, arrival orientation and general student services at your host institution. Costs can vary annually, in 2018/19 Essex students studying abroad through ISEP for the full academic year paid £7,100.

By doing this, you are creating a ‘space’ for an exchange student who comes to Essex. When you arrive at your host institution you will have guaranteed accommodation and a food plan for the time you are there. Think of it as a swap between you and an ISEP student who comes to Essex for their exchange.

**IS IT FOR ME?**
ISEP is a great study abroad option to consider. It offers:

- A wider network of universities, with some in counties/regions where Essex may not have exchange partners
- A stronger chance of securing a place in more competitive destinations (typically Australia, USA, Canada and New Zealand)
- A sometimes more cost-effective study abroad experience if choosing to study in a country with a higher cost of living than the UK

**DISCOVER MORE:**
[www.isepstudyabroad.org](http://www.isepstudyabroad.org)
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Please note that this is not a definitive list and that agreements can be revised, renewed or cancelled throughout the year.

EUROPE

AUSTRIA
- University of Vienna: Law
- Institute Leonardo da Vinci, Saint-Louis University: ISC
- Free University Brussels: Law

BELGIUM
- European University Cyprus: Government
- Charles University: Law, Philosophy, Art History, History, ISC
- Masaryk University*: Sociology, Government

DENMARK
- Copenhagen Business School*: EBS
- Southern Denmark University: EBS, Government, Biological Sciences, CSEE, Humanities
- University of Copenhagen: Government, Economics
- University of Aarhus: Languages and Linguistics
- University of Southern Denmark: Philosophy, Art History
- University of Southern Denmark: Languages and Linguistics
- University of Southern Denmark: East 15
- University of Southern Denmark: EBS, Economics, Government, Sociology, Lang and Ling
- University of Southern Denmark: Philosophy, Art History, Law

FRANCE
- Catholic University of Paris: Sociology, Art History, Philosophy
- IPAG Business School: EBS, Economics
- Jean Moulin Lyon 3 University*: EBS
- Panthéon-Assas Paris 1 University: Government, Economics
- Paul Vaillant-Montpllier University: Languages and Linguistics
- Toulouse I Capitole University: Law
- University of Grenoble Alpes: Law
- University of Lorraine: Philosophy, Art History
- University of Nice Sophia Antipolis: Languages and Linguistics
- University of Sorbonne Nouvelle Paris 3: East 15
- University of Toulouse - Jean Jaures: Sociology
- University of Paris Dauphine: EBS, Economics, Government, Sociology, Lang and Ling
- University of Paris Dauphine: Philosophy, Art History, Law

GERMANY
- Albert Ludwigs University of Freiburg: Philosophy, Art History
- Eberhard Karls University of Tubingen: Philosophy, Art History
- European University Viadrina*: EBS and Humanities*
- Free University Berlin: All*
- Munich Municipal Foreign Languages Institute: M/s students only
- Goethe University Frankfurt: Law, EBS, Humanities*
- Mittelhessen University of Applied Sciences: CSEE - integrated study/ internship available
- University of Konstanz: Af*, integrated study/ internship available for CSEE
- University of Mannheim: Economics, Government
- University of Passau: Lang and Ling, LIPTS, ISC, Social Sciences
- University of Trier: Lang and Ling, ISC
- University of Ulm: Mathematics

IRELAND
- Maynooth University: Af*

ITALY
- Bocconi University: Af*
- Free International University for Social Studies “Guido Carli”: Law
- Marche Polytechnic University (PG Only): Biological Sciences
- Parthenope University of Naples: Economics, Government
- Roma Tre University: Economics, Government, Management
- University of Bologna: Economics, Lang and Ling
- University of Siena (PHD only): Biological Sciences
- University of Urbino “Carlo Bo”: Languages and Linguistics

MALTA
- University of Malta: Af*

NETHERLANDS
- Erasmus University Rotterdam: Af*
- Leiden University: Law
- Maastricht University: Government
- Radboud University Nijmegen: Af*
- Tilburg University: Economics
- University of Groningen: ISC, Lang and Ling

NORWAY
- BI Norwegian Business School: EBS
- University of Bergen: Sociology, Government

PORTUGAL
- Nova University of Lisbon: EBS, Economics
- University of Coimbra: Languages and Linguistics

SWEDEN
- National University of Theatre and Film ‘LL Caragéa’: East 15

SPAIN
- Autonomous University of Madrid: Law
- Carlos III University, Madrid: EBS, Government
- CEU San Pablo University: Journalism
- Complutense University of Madrid: EBS, Economics, Lang and Ling
- Francisco de Vitoria University: ISC, Government, LIPTS
- IE Business School: EBS, Government, Psychology, LIPTS
- Pompeu Fabra University: Economics, EBS, Government
- The Theater Institute, Barcelona: East 15
- University of Almeria: Languages and Linguistics
- University of Cadiz: Languages and Linguistics
- University of Granada: Languages and Linguistics
- University of Murcia: University of Santiago de Compostela: Government, Lang and Ling

SUMMER SCHOOLS

FULL TERM OR YEAR ABROAD NOT FOR YOU?
SPEND YOUR SUMMER STUDYING ABROAD

ENHANCE YOUR KNOWLEDGE IN YOUR CHOSEN AREA AND EXPERIENCE A NEW CULTURE AND COUNTRY.

ADD THE ABOVE TO THE INTERESTING PEOPLE YOU WILL MEET FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD AND YOU’RE SET FOR AN AMAZING SUMMER EXPERIENCE.

We have an ever-growing number of summer school opportunities in the following countries:
- China*
- Czech Republic*
- Denmark*
- Finland*
- Hong Kong*
- Japan
- Mexico*
- South Korea*
- Sweden*
- Thailand*
- United States*

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
VISIT OUR HANDY ONLINE EXCHANGE FINDER TO DISCOVER MORE ABOUT EACH INSTITUTION www.essex.ac.uk/essexabroad/study/countries

*It is your responsibility to check that this institution offers sufficient and relevant modules based on your studies at Essex.
Please note that this is not a definitive list and that agreements can be revised, renewed or cancelled throughout the year.
Check the website for an up to date list of partner universities.
Updated March 2018